
Marine Emergency  
Response
Anticipate the Unexpected

We provide a 24-hour Emergency Response operation, with dedicated teams, 

assets and a vessel on standby ready to meet any subsea challenge, wherever  

it happens. We work in some of the most remote and harsh marine environments 

on the planet, delivering a swift and professional response to secure an incident 

site and provide expert intervention.

All energy and transport field 

operations carry risk. Even the best 

managed systems can fall victim to 

catastrophic mechanical failure, extreme 

environmental events or human error. 

When such events occur within or 

above the marine environment, timely 

and experienced response becomes 

all the more critical. Personnel and 

asset recovery, limiting environmental 

and economic impacts, and collecting 

evidence for incident investigation should  

all form part of advance readiness for the 

unexpected. Magellan are here to help.
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Our teams have collective decades of 

experience in managing marine incidents  

to full ocean depths, using compassionate  

and thorough methods to mitigate and recover 

the situation. Our Marine Emergency Response 

service can be tailored to your needs – from 

subscription-free on-call registration through  

to project-specific onsite standby. The first  

step is the simplest – respond to this mailer  

or on our website to register your organization 

as eligible for emergency response support. 

We will forward you our emergency response 

process which entitles you to 24 hour  

on-call support, and details of the enhanced 

intervention packages available.

Subsea asset relocation  
and recovery

Leak detection  
and remediation

Marine / Aircraft  
Accident Support

Human remains recovery

Black Box retrieval, incident  
evidence gathering

‘Hot tap’ fluid removal

UXO ID and render-safe

Valve manipulation
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In an emergency response situation, time is 

very much of the essence. The challenge is to 

mobilise a large and complex subsea response 

with minimal delay, often to a harsh and remote 

location. In this scenario, deploying a mobile 

response package onto a local vessel may be 

the most efficient solution.

Based upon the emergency scenario and site 

conditions, Magellan select an appropriate  

suite of systems from our response toolkit  

for integration into a tailored response 

package. Our initial deployment is road or 

air-freightable to the nearest suitable vessel 

or working platform, accompanied by our 

specialist support team who ensure rapid 

and seamless interface with other parties and 

organisations in the response effort.  

At this stage operations are typically  

multi-agency, with surface and subsea efforts 

involving multiple aircraft and surface vessels 

to recover personnel and stabilise and secure 

the site.

Fast Response Mobile System
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As a follow-on from the initial emergency 

response, most projects move into a salvage 

and recovery phase, where a carefully planned 

intervention may conduct further evidence 

gathering, environmental containment and 

recovery operations.  Magellan operates 

a DP2 vessel, permanently equipped with 

twin 6,000m Argus WROV and deepwater 

inspection and intervention equipment suitable 

for deployment worldwide. Alternatively, as 

for emergency response, an equipment and 

personnel package can be deployed onto a 

client or third party vessel / structure.

The Magellan ‘Swiss-Army Knife’  

– Response Toolkit

Teledyne RESON full-ocean depth MBES

Edgetech 2300 & 2400 Sonar relocation

Scanmudring ScanROVdredge deburial tool

Sonardyne Sprint-Nav500 Subsea Navigation

Sonardyne LBL

Deep Tek 800t Shear Grab

Deep Tek 1200t / 210Bar Crushing Grab

Leak Detection, sealant application

Hot-Tap fluid drainage and removal

Vessel-Based Planned Response


